Nanomaterial bio-activation and macromolecules functionalization: The search for reliable protocols.
The possibility of successfully applying nanomaterials such as biosensors or nanoparticles in diagnostics and therapy is critically dependent on the capacity to optimize their target recognition selectivity and their ability to be delivered minimizing off-side accumulation. Biological macromolecules possess the necessary specificity and for this reason have been often coupled to nanomaterials. However, such process is not straightforward because it often induces structural alterations of the involved macromolecules, in most of the cases proteins or antibodies the functions of which can be hampered when single amino acids are modified. Several strategies have been proposed to rationalize the methodology of macromolecule functionalization with reactive groups and tags that should improve the nanomaterial bio-activation in terms of final yields, process simplicity and reproducibility, and cost-efficiency. This review will describe the features of both chemical and enzymatic reactions exploited to activate polypeptide residues as well as some of the strategies suitable for preparing recombinant proteins fused to tags directly accessible for nanomaterial modification.